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Stop Staring: Facial Modeling and Animation Done RightSybex, 2007
Breathe life into your creations
With detailed examples, high-quality professional images, and a touch of humor, this is the fully revised and updated second edition of Jason Osipa's best-selling book on facial animation. You'll learn the basics of design, modeling, rigging, and animation—while mastering exciting new techniques for...
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Zimbra: Implement, Administer and Manage: Get your organization up and running with Zimbra, fastPackt Publishing, 2007
Zimbra is open-source server and client software for messaging and collaboration: email, group calendaring, contacts, and web document management and authoring. The Zimbra server is available for Linux, Mac OS X, appliances, and virtualization platforms. The Zimbra Web 2.0 Ajax client runs on Firefox, Safari, and IE, and features easy...
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iPhone 4 Made SimpleApress, 2010

	Congratulations—you’ve purchased the new iPhone 4, the coolest smartphone on the market. Now it’s time to learn how to take advantage of all the features, apps, and secret techniques available. To accomplish this, look no further than iPhone 4 Made Simple. Over 1,000 screen visuals and clear-cut instructions guide...
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iPhone 3GS Portable Genius: Also covers iPhone 3GJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
You don't have to be a genius to use an iPhone 3G. But if you want to get the very most out of yours, put this savvy Portable Genius guide to work and start ramping up the pace. Want to e-mail attachments twice as fast? Talk and browse at the same time? Quickly locate the nearest coffee shop? Sync your iPhone 3G with multiple computers? You'll find...
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iPad: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Apple’s wildly popular iPad and new iPad Mini come jam-packed with features, like access to your media library from the Web, Siri voice control, and seamless Facebook and Twitter integration. But to tap your iPad’s potential, you need a trustworthy owner’s manual. This bestselling book shows you how to import,...
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Palm Pre: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
If you've got your hands on this year's hottest new smartphone, you'll want the book that covers it inside and out: Palm Pre: The Missing Manual. This beautiful, full-color book from USA Today personal-technology columnist Ed Baig will help you go from newcomer to expert in no time. 


 
 The maker of the legendary...
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iPod: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Apple’s iPods continue to set the bar for media players, with bold new features like the Touch’s supersized screen and Siri voice control. But iPods still lack a guide to all their features. That’s where this full-color book comes in. It shows you how to play music, movies, and slideshows; shoot photos and videos;...
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Pro Couchbase ServerApress, 2014

	Pro Couchbase Server is a hands-on guide for developers and administrators who want to take advantage of the power and scalability of Couchbase Server in their applications. This book takes you from the basics of NoSQL database design, through application development, to Couchbase Server administration. Never have document databases...
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Hands-On System Programming with Go: Build modern and concurrent applications for Unix and Linux systems using GolangPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Explore the fundamentals of systems programming starting from kernel API and filesystem to network programming and process communications

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write Unix and Linux system code in Golang v1.12
	
			Perform inter-process communication using pipes, message...
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iOS 5 Core Frameworks: Develop and Design: Working with graphics, location, iCloud, and morePeachpit Press, 2011

	Everyone seems to have an opinion as to why their favorite mobile platform is better than the others. Some prefer iOS, others choose Android—each platform has its pros and cons. For me, however, iOS stands above the rest in large part due to its use of powerful native frameworks.


	Sure, frameworks and...
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Photos for Mac and iOS: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as how to improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone 5s and iPhone 5cVisual, 2013

	Get the latest on all the new iPhone features with this easy-to-read visual guide


	Whether you're experienced with using the iPhone or new to the iPhone family, this practical guide provides you with clear visual instructions on how to use your new iPhone 5s or 5c. More than 500 color illustrations, combined with...
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